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Salamander (æ²™ç¾…æ›¼è›‡ / ã‚µãƒ©ãƒžãƒ³ãƒ€, Saramanda), retitled Life Force
(ãƒ©ã‚¤ãƒ•ãƒ•ã‚©ãƒ¼ã‚¹, Raifu FÅ•su) in North America and in the Japanese arcade re-release, in Europe
known as Life Force: Salamander, is a scrolling shooter arcade game by Konami.Released in 1986 as a
spin-off of Gradius, Salamander introduced a simplified power-up system, two-player cooperative gameplay
and both ...
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This is a list of villains from the long-running British science fiction television series Doctor Who.For other,
related lists, see below
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The Salamanders hail from the harsh and hot Nocturne, though are also based upon that world's moon,
Prometheus.The moon occupies an erratic orbit, thus causing great seasons of severe tectonic activity and
weather disruption on Nocturne.
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Early Sanders records - Virginia Colonial records project. 2. Sanders search 1515-1786 253 records,
Saunders search 1515-1786 371 records (some notes from transcriber Mike Sanders: All entries were not
noted.
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Luger P08 pistol 3 'Artillery Luger' Lange Pistole 08 with 32 round Trommel-Magazin 08 and removable stock.
The Lange Pistole 08 (German > "Long Pistol Model of 1908") or Artillery Luger was a pistol carbine for use
by German Army artillerymen as a sort of early Personal Defense Weapon.
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